
 

 

RETIREMENT MESSAGE 
 

 
 

MWO D. Marcil, CD 

 
MWO Daniel Marcil will retire on August 7, 2019 after more than 36 years of service 

with the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and 33 years with the RCEME Corps. 

 

Native of La Sarre Abitibi, Quebec, MWO Marcil joined the CAF in 1983 as a reservist. 

He was a combat engineer with 9 Field Engineer Squadron of Rouyn-Noranda in 

Abitibi and on April 16, 1986 he joined the regular force as a vehicle technician. 

 

Transferred to Valcartier for his first assignment, he was employed for a short period of 

time at the towing section at 5 Bns C. Promoted Pvt, he was transferred to Lahr Base in 

the summer 1988 supporting the commercial fleet of the base. During Operation Desert 

Storm at the US base in Ramstein, Germany, he took part in the support of the Mercedes  

busses converted into a wounded transport connecting the airport to the Base 

Hospital. 

 

In January 1993, due to downsizing in preparation for the closure 

of the Lahr base, he was transferred to Valcartier and worked with 

2R22R and section VBL and small engines. During this 

assignment, he participated in two missions in Croatia in 1995 to 

Camp Rastevic supporting the equipment of heavy veh engineers 

and in Haiti in 1997 as a vehicle technician. He also participated 

in the Winnipeg Flood Aid in 1997. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Promoted to MCpl, he was transferred to 5 Bns C 2ie line veh type B for 2 years and 

transferred to 1st line in 2001. He participated in two other mission at camp VK in 

Bosnia in 2002 and 2004 at the section towing. 

 

Promoted to Sgt at the end of the 2004 mission, he was posted to QGET as Production 

Sgt. Then, in the summer of 2007, promoted to Warrant Officer, he was posted to CFB 

Bagotville as a production officer. During this period he participated in the development 

of the new TEME garage currently under construction. 

 

Promoted to Master Warrant Officer, he was posted to Ottawa in February 2012 as 

LCMM for CANSOFCOM. And lastly, in the summer of 2015 he was transferred to the 

light armored vehicle section with DAVPM as LCMM LAV III and LAV 6.0 

participating in the direct and indirect support of the LAV fleet. 

 

Daniel wishes to thank the past and present members of the RCEME Corps and 

DND for the memorable experiences, wonderful fellowship and unparalleled support 

that never stopped during his military career. 

 

MWO Marcil will continue to support DND in Ottawa as an LCMM as Public Servant 

in a position of EG6 for CANSOFCOM. 

 

An informal lunch will be held on July 24 at 11:30 am at the Terminus, the rear of 

building 975 ST-Joseph. Stories, anecdotes and confirmation of your presence can be 

sent to Capt Tanudjaya at Alvin.Tanudjaya@forces.gc.ca. 
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